RRR Lunch Report at Café Meze West End
Friday October 17th.
The first ever RETIREES RONG LUNCH was a great day out. We had a nice group of retirees and a
great location. The garden at the rear of the restaurant was ideal and the food was excellent at
about $20/head including corkage. Most bought a bottle of red and a few sampled the Greek beer
on offer in stubbies, the opinion was that it was OK.
Shitbags could not make up his mind what to eat and the menu had to be passed back to him about
four times before he finally decided on a Greek lamb dish. Age does this to people, they cannot
make basic daily living decisions like what to eat and when to go to the toilet, so the future looks a
bit grim for poor old Bags.
Shat gave us a speech on how the Gold Coast Hash conduct their Splinter Lunch, on which we have
based ours. He mentioned they often go for cleansing ale which lasts well in to the evening and all
wear Pork Pie hats. Some rude person said we already have a hash in Brisbane wearing idiot hats,
guess which hash is that?
Spermwahale arrive amid cheers from the group, his first outing since he had a heart transplant. His
arms and legs looked like they had zip fasteners running the length of his limbs. He advised he can
only have two drinks a day, and proceeded to use his next three weeks drinks ration up at lunch.
Monty gave a report on his hip which is going well; he is a big customer of Aldi these days, spotted
there by Shat and Brengun, but how come they were in there too?
Shitbags advised he had retired for the third time, but as Campbell Newnham has a three strikes and
out rule, Shitbags, could be ruled out of RRR on this rule.
Vaso, mucked up the order and pay system by asking for two bowls of chips to be served for all to
share. Then Shat said he “did not want any chips” as the chip price was not on the menu, this
presented a big problem for paying up front before the bill came, Brengun had to muddle through a
spreadsheet to arrive at contributions. Then Tampon threw a spanner in the crabs, er I mean works
with an eggplant salad, which made the maths even more difficult.
We discussed world problems and a few health issues, superannuation, tax benefits, go card
discounts, joint and heart replacements and the merits of drinking plenty of red wine. Lunch wound
up about 3.30pm. Can you believe that? As most had to get home for a nap before dinner.
As the O60 is in November and December/january is busy, our next RRR is scheduled for February.
For those interested we will announce the venue in the new year
Brengun - Lunch master

